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Abstract. In this paper we introduce the concept of Super-Net, which s~bsurntx carious cxtcnsic~n\ 
of Petri nets, proposed earlier in the literature. We consider languages associated with both 
non-labeled as well as labeled Super-Nets, and use these languages to cstahlish a hicrarch\ 
between various types of nets. In the last section we apply this hierarchy to show that ktri net 
languages are not closed under Kleene star. 
1. Introduction 
An extensive literature is presently available demonstrating the suitability of 
Petri nets to the concise and precise modeling of systems involving concurrency 
(see e.g. [Z, 3,4, 101). In order to further expand the modeling power of Petri nets, 
numerous modifications and extensions have been proposed. In particular, we 
mention the introduction of inhibitor arcs [l, 5, 105, OR-logic transitions [ 11. 
Boolean-type places [13,14, IS], and places with finite capacity [7]. 
In this paper we introduce the concept of Super-Net which subsumes all the 
above extensions. Furthermore, Super-Nets also include ‘emptying’ arcs, which arc 
intended to model the reset-to-zero facility of counting devices. 
In modeling, power of various n& families can be precisely compared by means 
of formal languages associated with such nets [5,6,10, 161. 
In this connection the transitions of a net are frequently considered to he labeled 
by letters from some finite alphabet C [5,6, 101. 
In this paper we consider languages associated with both non-labeled as well as 
labeled Super-Nets. We define various special types of Super-Nets and use their 
associated languages in order to establish a hierarchy between them. Some of our 
theorems reformulate known results. However, we consider most of our results to 
be new. 
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2. Super-Nets 
We denote by (11 the set of non-negative integers. 
Ekfinition 2.1. A SUP-N& (Super-Net) is a 4-tuple N = (P, Ti”, V, K), where 
c 1) 18 and T are finite sets of places and transitions, respectively, 
(2’) f+\T==Q), P’vT#0, 
(3’) C’ is a function, 
,Qtcl. I, E’, L are symbols indicating ‘Inhibiting’, ‘Emptying’, and ‘Logical’ arcs, 
rcqM_x13vci> 1 
K is a function 
A, R are symbols indicating ‘Absorbing’, and ‘Restricting’ pIaces. 
If Krpr =z m, WC say that the place p has infinite capacity. If K(p) = (k, A) or 
K 4 p D -= tk, R i WC say that the place p has finite capacity k E W. We denote by k(p) 
1 hc cqwci ty ( gc: or k E o I of the place p. 
Definition 2.2. A marked SUP-Net is a pair S = (N, M), where N is a SUP-Net 
and M is a trtrrrkitzg of N, i.e. a function M: P + w, satisfying the condition 
,& m;t&d SUP-set S = cP, T, t’, K, M) is represented graphically as follows: 
( f 9 places arc represented by circles CO), 
I 2: each place p is labeled by p/K( p ), 
: -2 ! a transition t is represented by a bar, 1abeleJ by t, 
r-8 I the place \I E 1g is connected by a directed arc to the transitit>n tE 7; 
t’e ,I), E I .+ 0: the arc is labeled by V(p, t 1, 
p 5 f The transition f E T is connected by a directed arc to the place p E P, 
Lr. ~91 4: the arc is labeled by Vfr, p), 
8 3 1%~ integer MI -= ,%l(p~ is written inside the circle rcprcsenting p; USU~ 
6 mc &NT mbt write 0 inside the circle. 
1~1~ rlf a marked SUP-Xet is shown in Fig. 1. 
iff 
iff 
.Ily, 
Up, 0 if V(p, 0 E w, 
0 if V( p, t) = I, 
W(p,t) = M(p) if V( p, t) = E, 
1 if V(p, t) =L nM(p)>O, 
0 if V(p, t) = L h M(p) = 0. 
5 
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Definition 2.4. Let S = (P, T, ‘V, K, AI) be a marked SUP-Net. A transition f E T 
is erzabled iff the following contditions are sarlsfied: 
(1) (~pEP)[V(p, t)Eu+M(pF up, t)ll, 
(2) wpEP)[V(p, t)=I-)M(p)=O], 
(3) (vpEP)[V(p, t)“E+M(jl):‘o], 
(4) (3pEP)V(p,t)=L-,(3~?EP)[V(p,t)=LAM(p)>C)], 
15) (~pEP)[K(y)E(w,R)~M(p)+~‘(t,p)-W(p,t)--k(~~)]. 
Definhhn 2.5. Let S = (f, T, I’, K, n/r, be a marked SUP-Net and t E T ~IH enabled 
tran. 3-2 of S. We define the marking M’ of N = (P, ‘7: V, K) as follows: 
(Vpr:P)M’(p)=min[,‘M(,n)4V(t,p)-~~(p,r),k(~b:. 
We say that M’ is obtained from M by firirzg t (notation: M[t >M’). Frequently, 
it is convenient to represent a marking A4 by the vector (Mfpl), M( p7), . . . , M(p,)), 
wkcre P = {p,, . . . , p,,). 
For the example of Fig. I we obtain the following ‘firing sequence’, 
(R3.1 I[f2 X0,5, I), 
((45, 1 J[i2 > ((46, 1 h 
((46, 1 ,[fs > (0, 6, m, 
IO, 6, O)[L$ x0, 2, 1 A ’ 
40, 2, 1 r[r, ‘,( 1, 2, 11, 
tl,2, h[r: A&2, 0, 
r2,2, li[,, M,3,2, 11, 
4.3, 2, 1 ,[rq ‘> (2, 2, ()I, 
12, 2, o,[ / I * (0, 2, w. 
fkdinition 2,6. Let IV = P, T, V, K 1 ibc a SUP-Net. For every t E T we set 
f 3 an iilpft place of t. 
as special case> of SUP-Nets. 
types of nets as special cases 
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with TNI,, in [l]. The Boolean-type Petri nets, introduced in [ 141 coinaide with 
A-Nets, where RANGE(K ) = { ( 1, A )}. 
The above-defined types of Super-Nets can be combined into more r:omplcx 
classes. E.g., the mixed-type nets discussed in [ 151 are Super-Nets with 
RANGE(V) = {0,1) and’ RANGE(K) = {a}u {( 1, A)}. Similarly, the place-transi- 
tion (P/T) nets of [7] are combinations of GP-type and R-type Super-Nets. 
4. Super-Net languages 
With a given marked SUP-Net S = (P, T, V, K, M) we associate a language L(S) 
over the alphabet T. 
~e~~~?io~ 4.1. Let N - (P, T, V, K) be a SUP-Net, and let 1%’ E T’, i.ct. 1%’ is a finite 
string or transitions u’ = t& 9 f l t,. w is called a firing sequence of the l~n~~rk~d 
SUP Xet S = (N, ~~ ifi there exist marking MI, . . . , A& such that 
In this case we write M[w >M,, and STY that Mu is ~e~~.~~~~~~J from M. Nk ;h 
write kf[~ > M for every marking ~~, w’tere A denotes the empty s~~ucn~~a 
definition 4.2. Let S = (P, T, V, K, M) be a marked SUP-FM. WC” define its 
Ianguage L(S) as foflows: 
L(S) k (x E T* 1(3M’)M[s > M’). 
Tn this paper we arc also concerned 
languages. 
with labeled Super-Nets :lnd their 
Definition 4.3. A labeled SUP-Net is a triple 1’ = (S, Z; ~1, where S = 
(P, T, V, K, MI is a marked SUP-Net, C is a finite alphabet and q is a mapping 
q: T* ,V v {A 1.. I‘ is called h-free iff q( T) __ y c Y The language of r’ is defined by 
‘ff M[H’ >- M” where M’ E T* we also write M[~(M?) r&Z’, and say that M’ is 
obtained from %Z by ‘firing q ( MT 1’. Clearly every marked SUP-Net S is also a lahclcd 
h-free SUP-NC t I’ = (S, Yr, T) where Z = T and (Vt E T)(~{c, = t 1. 
Definition 4.4. Let C be a language over some finite alphabet 2‘. We say that I, is 
GP-realizable ff L = L(S) fcr some marked GP-Net S = (P, T, V, K, M’) with “1” 72 2’. 
L is LGP-reahble iff L = L(T) for some labeled A-free GP-Net I’ ~2 6, L, q?. 1. 
is L”GP-reaiizabIc iff there exists an arbitrary labeled GP-Nc:t /‘ with I, = I.( 1’). 
We denote by GPL, LGPL, L”GPL, the sets of all GP-realizable, I.(iP-r~nlizabk, 
and L*GP-realizable languages, respectively. 
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In a similar way we associate sets of languages with the other types of Super-Nets 
defined above (Definition 3.1). 
Evidently, all the languages defined above are prefix languages. Our language 
families GPL, LGLP, and L”GPL correspond to the classes P’, PV and P” in [ 10, 
p. 1 571, respective1 y. 
5. The hierarchy of Super-Nets (without labeling) 
in this section we study the hierarchy of the following language families: GPL, 
PI_. II,, EJ_., LJ,, AL, and RL. 
Lemma 5.1. 77~ lnrtgrrages in AL, LAL, LAAL, RL, LRL, L”RL are regular. 
P~cM& This result follows immediately, since the corresponding SUP-Nets all have 
finite sets of reachable markings. Hence each such SUP-Net may be viewed as 
f’lnitc automaton with the set of reachable markings as its state set. Cl 
‘J.hc following lemma is an immediate consequence of a result derived in [ 10, 111. 
Lemma 5.2. Let /_ he a hgrrage owr 2 in either RL or PL or IL, or GPL. Assume 
w 6 / , rr-hrw .Y c 2’ * md u E 2. Fwthernrore, ler y be a pcrmu tatiorl of x, with y E L. 
mvt \‘(T *: I.. 
F%Wtrf 1 a) I .C t S t>c a marked R-Net. One easily verities that there exists a marked 
-Ykr 5”. which is equivalent to S, i.e. L(S) = L(S). This is illustrattd in Fig. 2 
Ilrrtfl, we omit the label *I’ of arcs). Thus., RLE PL. 
nd, there exist languages in Pt., which are not regular, e.g. the 
i~k:\E:Ll;ojJl,.” #3f tip&_* :trkcd P-Net S3 of Fig. 3. 
I !blP. 5. I. \vc h:la+e Rt. c PI_ 
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Fig. 2. (a) Example of marked R-Net SI : (b) An equi\alcnt rmrkec: P-Net S,, i.e. I.( S, I = I.(S1 I 
l---o+ 
a b 
Fig. 3. Example of a marked P-T\lct S1. 
(b) With every marked R-Net one easily associates an equivalent ma.rkcd A-Net 
(see Fig. 4). Hence RLc AL. 
Thus, by Lemma 5.1, WC have RL c PL. 
To show 4 hat RL c AL, we consider the marked A-Net Ss of Fi g. 5. Clearly 
nhab E L&1 and aab E L(&), but aabh & L(&). Kence, by Lemma 5.2, I&) & RL. 
Consequently, RL c AL. 
(c) Consider the marked P-Net S3 of Fig. 3. Since I_&; is not regular, PLG AL 
does not hold, in view of Lemma 5.1. The above argument in the proof of (b) about 
Ss, also shows that Et&) rf PL. Hence AL E PL does not hold. Tt follows that AL 
and PL are not comparable. El 
Theorem 5.3. PL c EL. 
Proof. Clearly, PL E EL, by Definition 3.1. IConsider now the marked E-Net St, 
of Fig. 6. We have U&) = U&I. Hence I.&,) e FL. Thus, Pl,c_ EL. 17: 
Proof. Let L = L(S), where S is the relc\lant SUP-Net. A.ssurnc u-~u, G! I., but 
crlr7](7~ E L. /ifter firing (rl in S for the first time, there exists a 3,et of input plxxs 
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$(3,A) 
FIN. 4. A marked A-Net S4 equivalent to the marked R-Net S, of Fig. 2(a). 
a NC. 
-1 
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of (TV which are not marked, preventing ~2 from firing, But this set of input: places 
of u2 remains not marked, after ~1 is fired a second time, in contradicting with our 
assumption that gl~l(72 E L. Hence ~1~2 E E. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. PL c GPL. 
Proof. Evidently, PL c GPL, by Definition 3.1. We now cc=gsider the marked 
GP-Net S7 of Fig. 7. We have ab IT L&), but aab E L&). Hernce, by Lemma 5.3, 
L(&) & PL. It follows that PL c GPL. 0 
2 
b + 
Fig. 7. Example of a marked GP-Net S,. 
Let S ‘--: (P, T, V, K, Ml be a marked L-Net. For sky t E T we define an 
equivalence relation E, 011 l t as follows: 
E,~{(p,p’JlpE.tAp’E.rh[p=p’v V( ,t)= V(p’,t)=L],I. 
We denote by QI the partition ‘t/E, of ‘t. For any 4 E @:$ we set 
We say that 4 E Qr is an output of t, iff (3p E 41 V( t, p) == 1. 
Theorem 5.5. 175Cle language types EL and LL are not comparable. 
Proof. (a) Consider the marked E-Net SR of Fig. 8. We wish to show that L(&) & LL. 
Assume that L&J = L(S), where S := (‘V, M) is a marked L-Net. We have a’b‘k 
L(S). Let M[a4kW in S. Then, for every 9 in Qh which is not an output cl!%, we 
must have M’(q) 24. Now, a4cab EL(S~. L,et M’[cab M4” in S. Then, l’or every 
4 in Qh which is not an output of b, M”(q) 2 1. Also, since M” was obtaincci by 
firing 6, we must have M”(q) 2 1 for every 4 in Qh which is an output of b. Hence 
h is enabled by M”. It follows that a’cab’ E E(S), but C;l’calj’& I.&), contraldicting 
our assumption that Lt.!&) = L(S). Consequently, L&) I$ LL, i.e. EL g LL. 
(b) To show that LL, g EL, we considGi ,thc marked L-Net S, of Fig. 9. Assume 
L~(S,J = L(S), where S = (N, M) is marked E-N&. Since b E L(S) and h’@ L’S), WC 
musthave’b-b’Z8. 
252 
Fig. 8. Example of a marked E-Net &. 
Pl P2 
Fig. 9. Exam@ of ;I marked L-Net Su. 
Let k z- ma:r-bWp) 1~ r= ‘b 4’). Since h E L(S), we have k 2 1 as well as (‘@I E 
l k)Mcp)l 1. Now, Qktlhkil E e(S). Therefore, (k!p E ‘b -b’)( p E a’--*~~). Let 
.kf[rr h l 1 AW.. It follows that (Vp E ‘h - b’)[M’( p) 2 k + 21. Since ak ’ ‘b’ E L(S), we 
must have (tip E ‘h-h’)V(~,h)#E.LetM’[6k’1~M”.Ther~(\dp~’h-b’)M”(p)~ 
1. Since M” was obtained by firing 12, we must also have (&I E ‘h A h’)M”( y ) z 1. 
It follows that h isenabled in W, hence a”“b”“d,(S). But n”“h”“@Z_(Sc,,). 
Consequently, L(S,) GZ EL. Thus, tL G EL. 
Since LL cf EL and EL Z LL, Theorem 5.5 is proven. 7 
Proof. I ;i I C’onsider the marked P-Net S3 of Fig. 3. S3 is also a marked GP-Net, 
b?kt, L-Net and E-set. Since L(S3) is not regular, neither GPLG AL nor LLc AL 
nor I .I _ c- AI. nor EL c AL can hold, in view of Lemma 5.1. 
C onsider the marked A-Net S, of Fig. 5. The argument in the proof of 
r~rn 5.3h1 abut S, also shows that /IX&I Q! GPL and L(S) rz’ IL. Consequently 
GPL nor AL?: IIJ can hold. 
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(c) Consider the marked A4-Net SIO of Fig. 10. Assume that L&o) = L(S), where 
S = (N, M) is a marked L-Net. We have a3b2 & L(S). Let M[a” > M’ and N’[b* > M” 
in S. Since a 3b3 ti L(S), there exists an element 4 of Qb which is not an output of b, 
such that M’(q) = 2 and M”(q) = 0. Since M’(q) = 2 we have (Vp E ii) - 
[V(a,p) = l+ V(p, a) #O]. We also havea3b2a2EL(S). LetM”[a’HP.Thus, we 
have (VP q)[M”‘(p)a 11. It follows that a3b2a2b2&L(S), but a3b’a2b2EL(Slcl), 
contradicting our assumption that L&o) = L(S). Consequently, AL E LL does not 
hold. 
P/@ ,A) 
b l 
Fig. IO. Example of a marked A-Net SIC,~ 
(d) Consider the marked A-Net S1o of Fig. 10. Assume that USI,,) = L(S), where 
S = (iV, M) is a marked E-Net. We have a-‘b* E L(S). Let M[a’>M and M’[b’ > 
M” in S. Since a3b3&L(S) we have (~pE’b_h’)[V(p,b)#EA,21’(p)= 
2 A M”(p) = 01. Let p satisfy this condition. Since M’(p) = 2, V(a, p) = 1 implies 
V(p,a)=l. 
We distinguish between two cases: 
Case I: V(a, p) = 1 r\ V(p, a) = 1. Since M”‘(p) = 0 it follows that a’h’a fzt LW 
Case II; V(a,p) =O. We have a3b’a E L(S). Let M”[a >M”’ in S. Hence, 
M”‘(p) = 0. It follows that a3b’ab &L(S). 
But, since n”b”ab E L&), both Cases I and II contradict our assumption that 
L(&,) = L(S). Consequently, AL E EL does not hold. 
Parts (a), (b), (c) and (d) complete the proof of Theorem 5.6. Zl 
Lemma 5.4. Let L be a language oL?er 2’ in either EL or GPL. Let S = (N, M) hi 
N marked E-Net or (1 marked GP-Net. Let ~1, ~72 E LB) and M[ yl> Ml, M[ y: > M, 
irl S. If M+M1 and y1y3cL(S) then yzy3E L(S). 
Proof. Since Mz -- =-Ml and r3 is firable in Mi, J 3 is also firable in M2. El 
A similar lemma appears in [ 111. 
Theorem 5.7. IL is rtnt comparable with either EI, or GPL. 
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Proof. (aj Consider the marked T-Net $1 of Fig. 11. Using Lemma 5.4 one easily 
shows that L(S1 1)& GPL (cf. [l, 9, 111) and that L(SI 1) @ EL. 
Fig. 11. Example of a marked I-Net S11. 
tb) Consider the marked E-Net&of Fig. 6. Clearly abclb E L(&) and aab E L&), 
but cruhh & L&J. Hence, by Lemma 5.2, L(S&ZIL. 
(c) Consider the marked GP-Net ST of Fig. 7. Assume that C(S7) = L(S), where 
S = I!+/, M) is a marked I-Net. We have a E L(S) but LI/~ & L(S). Let M[u XV’. We 
have one of the following two cases: 
C%se ,I: (3p E ‘h )[ V( p, b ) = 1 A M’( p ) = O]. Let p denote a place satisfying this 
conditil)n. Now, a” E L(S), and let M’[n .M4”. We still have M”(y) = 0, hence 
li ‘h & L(S 1, but u”h E L(S,), contradicting our assumption that L(S7) = L(S). 
C&4 II: (3~ E ‘b )[ V( p, h f = I A A4’( y ) ) 01. Let again p denote a place satisfying 
this condition and M’[a ,M”. Since a’b E L(S) we have p ~2, V(p, a) = 1 and 
.M”c p I = 0, I-fence u is not enabled in M”, but n’ E L(&), contradicting our assump- 
tion that IX&r == L(S). 
We havt.: thus proved that GPLc IL does not hold. 
Parts la), lb) and (c) complete the proof of Theorem 5.7. U 
Prwf. w Consider the marked GP-Net .c7 of Fig. 7. We have (lb sf L&j, but 
M/) tr: I.t.S~~. l-icnce, by Lemma S.3 L(&) & LI, and &(&) Q! EL. 
113) Consider the marked L-Net S, of Fig. 9. Clearly M? E I,(&\ and crh E k(&), 
,uf cl/?/J $ 1,rS (,!. l-fence, Ry Lemma 5.2 L(&) !Z GPL. 
1 c j t ‘ordsidcr the marked E-Net S, of Fig. 6. Clearly, alzab F LL!&,) and crab E IJ (S,. 1, 
ix! t trhh G /_ i .$, 1. Hence, by Lemma 5.2 L I&) & GPL. 
Part!3 !2 i. h, and ICI complete the proof of Theorem 58. ZJ 
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EL LL 
AL 
RL 
Fig. 12. Hierarchy of SUP-Nets. 
6. Some closure properties of GPL 
By means of Lemma 5.2, solutions to some open problems mentioned in [ 10, 
p. 1861 are easily provided. 
Theorem 6.1. GPL is izot closed under union. 
Proof. Consider the marked GP-Nets S12 and & of Fig. 13. We have 
abh E L(S12) u L(&) and hn E L&) u L&) but bah & US& u LC&.+ Hence, by 
Lemma 5.2 L&) u L(SJ & GPL. Consequently, GPL is not closed under 
union. El 
Theorem 6.2. GPL is tzot ciosed under cOPlcat4~2atiOtl. 
Fig. 13. (a) Exxnple of :I market’ GP-Net SIz. . rh) example of ;I ma-kcd (;I’-;Vct S, I 
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Proof. Consider the marked GP-Net S14 of Fig. 14. We have abab EL(&) l L(&), 
where l denotes concatenation, and aab E L(S14) l I$!&) but nabb @L(&) l L(SJ. 
Hence, by Lemma 5.2 L(&j l L(&&GPL. Consequently, GPL is not crosed 
under concatenation. !Ii 
Fig. 14. Example of a marked GP-Net S,+ 
Theorem 6.3. GPL is not closed under the concurrency (shutjle) operator 11 (see [lo]). 
Proof. Consider the marked GP-Nets S 15 and &, of Fig. 15. Clearly abc E 
LCS,,) and ha E L(SIs)llL&,), but bat & L&)IIL&). Hence, by Lemma 
5.2 Lc$~~~~L(S,~,) & GPL. Consequentfy, GPL is not closed under the zoncurrency 
operator. 13 
Thetarem 6.4. GPL is not &osed under prefix regular substitution (see [lo]). 
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1 P 
P a 
Fig. 16. Example of a marked GP-Net SIT. 
but bab &f(L(&)). Hence, by Lemma 5.2 f(L(&) @ GPL. Consequently, GPL is 
not closed under prefix regular substitution. q 
Theorem 6.5. GPL is not closed under Kleene star (iteration). 
Proof. Consider the marked GP-Net Sld of Fig. 14. We have abab E (i(SJ)* and 
aab E (&(S14))* but aabb & (L(&J)*. Hence, by Lemma 5.2 (L&J)* & GPL. C’on- 
sequently, GPL is not closed under Kleene star q . 
In [lo] Petri nets with final markings and the corresponding languages are 
discussed. One easily verifies that the results and proofs of Theorems 6.2, 6.3 and 
6.5 also apply to the family of languages denoted by L’ in [lo, p. 186]. 
Similar results concerning Lf are obtained (by a different approach) in [ 121. 
- Jierarchy of labeled X-free Super-Nets 
In 6s section we study the hierarchy of the various types of labeled A-free 
SUP-Nets, defined in Section 3. 
Theorem 7.1. We have LRL = LAL = L”RL. = LhAL. Each of’ these sets coirw’des 
with the set of all the prefix regular larzguages. 
Froof. (a) By Lemma 5.1, the languages in sets LRL, LAL, L”RI., L”AL arc all 
prefix regular. 
(b) Let L be a prefix regular language. Clearly there exists a finite, deterministic 
automaton A such that L = L(A). By applying a construction similar to that in 
[S, p. 351, one obtains a labeled A-Net r as well as a labeled R-Net P’ such that 
UTI=L(A)=L. Cl 
In the sequel we let J’i denote the labeled A-free SUP-Nets corresponding to the 
marked SUH Nets Si defined in Section 5. 
Theorem ‘7.2. LRL c LPL. 
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Proof,. Similar to proof of Theorem 5.2(a). 0 
M. Hack [S, p. 643 has shown that any labeled A-free GP-Net r can be transfor- 
med into a labeled P-Net r’ such that L(r) =LW’). A stronger result is the 
following. 
Theorem 7.3. LGPL = LPL. 
Proof. Clearly LPL c LGPL. 
Consider the labeled A-free GP-Net S = (P, T, V, K, Ad, 2, q). We construct a 
labeied A-free P-Net r’ = (P’, ;I”, V’, K’, M’, C, q’) where 
and II, = max(yC;F Up, 0, T,aTx Wt, p)), 
T’=([f,i]lt~T, 1 daq) 
V’ has to satisfy the following three conditions, where + indicates addition mod tz,: 
1. Assume Up, 1) = m. 
1. m=o:rviE{1,2~~‘n,})l~~E{o,1 . ..lzr?-.l})V’~.p,jl,[t,i])=O. 
’ *. 1rz I= rt,: (Vi E { 1, 2 ’ ’ l n,},(Vj E (0, 1 l l l np - 1)) vqp, j], [t, i], = 1. 
3. 0 (rn <n,: (tfi E {1,2 * l l n,})(3j(p, t, i) E (0, 1 l l * n, - 1)) 
L v’([p,jip, 4 01, [r, il) = 1, v’([p,j(p, 6 i)+ 11, k ilj = 1, 
. * ., v’([p,j(p, t, ~)+wz - I], [t, i]) = 1, v’([p. jcp, t, i)+ tii, [t, i]> = 0, 
. . . , V’l[p, jc p, t, i) -- 11, [t, i]) = 01. 
II. Assume V(r, p, = k. 
1. k = 0: W’i E {1,2 l l - n,))Wj E (0, 1 - l l np - 1)) V’([t, i], [p, j]) = 0. 
2. k = n,: WE(l,2. * * n;))(vj E (0, 1 ’ * * n, - 1)) V’([f, i], [p, j]) = 1. 
3. fi/: Vtp, tKn,: (ViE(l,2 . - * n,}$V’([Z, i], [p,j(p, I, i>],= 1, 
m . . , V’![t: i], [p&p, t, i)+k -- 11) = 1, V’([t, i], [p,j(p, t, i)+k]) = 0, 
. . . , V’r[r, i], [p, jc p, t, i) - 11) = (I]* 
4. I’rp,rr =OY VCp, ?I=+: (Wz{O, 1 - - - tz1})(3j(p, I, i)E{O, 1 l 1 l ~~~-1)) 
V’C[4 i], [p,i(p, l+i>lI = 2, WC4 il, [p&4 t, i)+ 11) = 1. 
. . . . v’@, il. [p,j(p, t, i)+k - 13) = 1, VW, il, [p,j@, t, i)+kl) =O 
s..., V’f[t, i], [y,j’p, j(p, t, i) - 11) = 01. 
I%. --C&E T~Gi.j,ifj, l--i,j-:n,)(VpEP’) 
,pI = V’[(t, j],p! ,‘: Wp, [t, ,I) = V’lp, [t, j])j. 
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Furthermore, (&I E P’)(K’(y) = 00) 
(Vp E P){Vi, 0 G i G IIP - l>(M’([p:, !:I) 
= 1M(p)/n,J +[i + 1 ~mod(M(p), n,)] 
where [Prop] A if Pi*op is true then 1 else 0; 
(Vt E T)(Vi, 1 S i s n,)(q’([tl i]> = q(O). 
Fig. 1’7 illustrates this construction. 
a b 
3 rr 5 Pl 3 P2 
2 
b 
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(:d) 
Fig. 17. (a) Example of a labeled A-free GP-Net 1 TIa; th) an equivalent labeled h-free P-Net I’*<,. i.ct., 
Lu--*!A = L(i 
. 
18). 
;3ne easily verifies that the validity of the condition I*) can be preserved for any 
sequence of firin,+ Hence we have L(r’) = L(r). Thus, LPL = LGPL. c 
The following lemma recalls a well-known result. 
Lemma 7.~. Let (ai) 1 be an infinite sequence of vectors over d’. l?%en there exists 
an infinite increasing sequence of integers (ii].:=1 such that 
(Vdm, 1~. an)[(Vj, k; j<k)(ai,(m)(ai,(m))v(\di, k)(aJW=ai,WNI. 
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Proof. Construct an infinite subsequence of {ai}zI increasing or non-changing in 
the first coordinate; construct from this subsequence an infinite subsequence increas- 
ing or nonchanging in the second coordinate and ISO forth. Cl 
The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 5.4. 
Lsrraana 7.2. Let L be a language over C in LAPL. Let r = (S, X, II) be a labeled 
P-NetovhereL(T)=L.Lety*,y*EL(T)undM[yl>M,,M[y:!>M;!inT.If_iMz~M*, 
yry3 E LCT) and M1[ y3 >i&, then there exists a firing sequence x E L(S) such that 
q~xf=~2~3,hd2[y3>M[1 andMi =M~+M~---MI. 
Proof. Since M 2 3 MI and v3 is fireable in Ml, y3 is also fireable in Mz, and 
fiG -MJ=M2-MI. El - 
t,enma 7.3 Kiinig’s Infinity Lemma [S]). Let T be an infinite directed tree. If the 
ou.+degree of every vertex in T is finite, then there exists an infinite directed path in 
T. 
fn the sequel WC shall need the following concept. 
fhdinition 7.1. Let F’ = (P, T, V, K, M, 2’, q) be a labeled SUP-Net. We define its 
marking tree Tr(.r) as a directed labeled tree in accordance with the following: 
I I ) The root is labeled by (A, M); 
: 2 1 Let VI be a vertex labeled by (x, AC&), where M[s > A& in r If Wl[ J* > h&, 
wt:erc 1’ C 5 ti {A) in F’, then there is a dircctea edge from V1 to another vertex C’z 
IAX$!d by c-q, Ad;! 1. 
( ‘Iearly the out-degree of each vertex in Tr(l’) is finite. Indeed, from any marking 
WC can obtain no more than ITI new markings, by firing a single transition. 
\‘, - \’ , ! Ifr,~L(l*l. rr,EZ, j= 1,2,. . . * 
Proof. i .ct us concen’:rate only on vertices in Trr I’) which represent words in the 
~~‘qucmx! { .t’, ): (,. The corresponding subtree of Tr( r) is an infinite tree because 
It* %+._Y~UenCC ;’ \‘! } ,’ ,, k infinite. Since the subtree is infinite and th.e out-degree of 
SX~ acr Deu in the trtc i\ finite there exists an infinite directed path in Tr(T), passing 
~~~~~~~~~~~ WFIW of those vertices by Lemma 7.3. Each directed step along an edge 
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in this path represents a firing of some g E C since r is h-free. Furthermore, all 
prefixes of any word yj ~{y~}~~~ belong to the sequence { yi}~~~; hence, the path’s 
vertices represent all the words of the sequence ( yi}zcl. q 
Theorem 7.4. LPL c LLL. 
Proof. Clearly LPL c LLL, by definition. Consider the labeled h-free L-Net fzo 
of Fig. 18. 
Fig. 18. Example of a labeled A-free I,-Net rTz,,. 
Assume that L(r& = L(T) where r is a labeled h-free P-Net. By I.em;n;l 7.4 
there exists an infinite directed path in Tr(I”) the vertices of which represent the 
prefixes of the infinilc word 
We concentrate on markings of thEc path. Let {M,}TY2 be the infinite sequence where 
M[acbc a l . b’- ‘d ‘a’ >Mi. Lel {&&}y12 be the infinite sequence where 
M[acbc . . . ai~slcie’~i -‘cim-* >hTi, 
By Lemma 7.1 we construct an infinite increasing sequence {ii}; 1 such that 
(Vj, k ; j < k)[Mi, s Mi,]. 
Now, let us look at the subsequence {A&}i”,,. By Lemmz 7.1 we can fini two 
integers I and k such that I C= k and & s AZi,. Let s = iI, r = ik. Then, &I& G n/r, ar:d 
A& S lc3,. 
Now, by Lemma 7.2 the following markings can be obtained in f: 
x? T. Etzion, M. Yoeb’ 
Bat acbc l l l 
br-lCr-larcsbscs , . , ar-lCr-l r-1 r-1 
I 1 b c &’ k L(&) since max(r, 2s) + 
:i a< 2s + r, contradicting our assumption that L(&) = L(r). Hence, LPL c 
LLL. 
‘The following theorem contpares LPL and LEL. A stronger result requiring a 
rather complex proof, will be obtained in Section 8 (Theorem 8.2). 
Theorem 7.5. LPL c: LEL, 
Proof. The proof is similar I.G that e ! Theorem 7.4, with &j replaced by &. The 
infinite word of interest becomes 
aca2bca3b’!c . . . a’b’-‘c . . . . 
The infinite sequences {M;.)zz and {A?i}zl are defined by 
M[ac-4 ‘hie2ca’ >Mi, 
rcspcctivcly. :-3 
Lemma 7.5. There exists a language ill IL which is tzeither in LALL rtnr irj LAEL. 
Proof. Consider the marked I-Net S1 1 of Fig. 11. By an argument similar to that 
used in the proof of Theorem 5.7, one easily shows that L(&)& L”LL and 
/HI, f !i? L”F’I_. I3 
Proof. Ry a construction, similar to that of [l] one easily proves that LLLc LIL. 
Tbs construction is illustrated in Fig. 19, In view of Lemma 7.5, we thus have 
I_f.E/= IX. .7! 
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The theorems of Section 7 yield the hierarchy of labeled A-free SUP-Nets 
illustrated in Fig. 20 where XL+ YL denotes XL c YL, and XL*+ YL indicates 
that XL = YL. 
LAL LRL 
Fig. 20. Hierarchy of labeled h-free SUP-Nets. 
8. Hierarchy of labeled Super-Nets 
In this section we study the hierarchy of the various types of labeled SIJP-Nets 
(including h-labels). 
Theorem 8.1. (a) L*R.L c L”PL. 
(b) LAPL = L”GPL. 
Proof. The proofs are similar to those of Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 7.3, respec- 
tively. III 
Theorem 8.2. L”FL c L”EL. , 
Proof. Clearly L”PL c L”EL by definition. Consider the labeled E-Net TH of Fig. 
8. Assume that L(r8) -= L(f) where r = (1u, T, V, K, M, 2, q) is a labeled P-Net. 
Let lPI = n. We consider the infinite sequence {Ai}zyl of words: 
A _ nibid Ical+ 
1- 
pc . . . 0”” ‘p Q E L(]‘, 
Now, we construct 2rt infinite sequences of marking in r from the words in {A,}: 1: 
Next, we extract from {Ml )‘F= 1 an mfinite subsequence {M,!, }‘F 1 according to Lemma 
7.2. From {ME},“_l we extract another infinite subsequence according to Lemma 
7.1 and so forth, until the 2nth subsequence. 
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Now, we have an infinite, increasing subsequence {ij}p 1 such that 
(Vf,ld~2n)(v4,l~qez) 
Clninz 1. {Vj, k; j < k)(VZ, 1 s i G n)[Mt’-’ < Mff*. 
Root Assume that for some j <k and 1 s I s n, Mf,‘-’ = Mf:e-‘. Thus, by Lemma 
7.2, 
x = ul,j,i, lc . . . u’,‘1~~2~iI’1-~Cu~,~~-~bi~+~-~C EL(r). 
But, x & t(&), since ij + I - 1 s ik + I-2, contradicting our assumption. q 
C/uirtz 2. There exists an infinite increasing sequence {lj}FI, with the properties of 
$i,)f 1 and furthermore 
Pr~~~f. We can cons%z-uct such a sequence as a subsequence of {ij},“l- 1 in view of the 
ahovc properties of {I,},” 1, as follows: 
f3 z= 2 + max bII:i ’ (4) --M;?,’ ’ (q)), 
i- q- II 
I- I- Ii 
f i = if,, 
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PI = {p IM:,,(p) -M’t,--I( p) # 0) and 
0 =(PIM~~-*(p)-M:_,(p~#O). 
Clearly, by Claim 1, 1 s (PI 1 s II. 
We now distinguish between two cases: 
Case I: Q c P. By Lemma 7.2, the following reachable markings can be obtained 
in l? 
MA_, [(zt~~-2+1 >1B;iZ,_2, 
By Claim 2 arid the fact that Q c; PI we have 
M:” -M:,_l &f;n_, - LM:,_.2 =3M:, 2 +M:, -M;,, , s.M;, I- 
Hence, h& 2 MT”_. I, and R;i;_,[bfpl ‘c >4?i;. 1. Rut 
a ‘nbSz 1 -‘c& Z+‘b’n 1, 
c 66 L(&), since t,, -2 + 1 s ln _ 1 ,, con tradictir: g our assumption. 
‘) Case II: Q c PI. By Lemmz T.,., the following reachable markings can be obtained 
in I? 
P2 = MM:, QJ) -M!,, _, Cp)+M;f, ,(pWf;_&WO) 
and 
Q={plM;, 2(p)-M;5,_3(pifl)}. 
Clearly Pz 3 P1 ; hence, by Claim 1, 2 551 IPzl 5 n. Again, one of the following case:; 
holds: Case I: QI c P2, Czce II: (2 E P2. We handle both cases as before. 
After n steps we have YE s lP,J G n. Therefore, every transition is enabled. Hence, 
we have KC E L(T), where s E X*. But xc & L(&), contra,-licting our assumption 
that L(T) = L(&). Thus, L”PLc L”‘EL. Cl 
Theorem 8.3. L*LL c LhIL. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the prolnf of Theorem ‘7.6. ill 
Theorem 8.4. I%L c L”IL. 
Proof. Consider the labeled E-Net r = (P? T, V, K, M, 2, v). We construct amarked 
Pabeted I-Net f” := (P’, T’, V’, K’, M’, X, q’) where 
P’==Yw(p,}u{p~~(r~ T)A(3pEP)V(p, t)=E}, 
T’-Tu(i(t~T)~(~~~f)l/(p,f)=E} 
u{[Gp]fttEnA.(pEPh V(p, t,=E}. 
The function V’ is defined as follows: 
if Wp, t)fO then V’(p, I):=: 1; 
if -4lp’~ PIV(p’, t)=E then V’(Q):= V’(Q) 
else 
do 
vyt: pp= V(f, p); 
V’( p,, i, := 1; 
V’(t, p{) := 1 
wd 
if t’rp, f) = E then 
do 
I other casts V’(x, ,t’ ’ := 0. Fig. 21 illustrates this construction. 
z= I.Af 1. Hence, I.,“ELc. L”IL. by Lemma 7.5, we have 
of Section 8 and Thtxx-cm 7.1 yield the hierarchy of labeled 
St : P- Slsts illustra~~cd in Fig. 22, 
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Fig. 2 1. (a, Example of a labeled E-Net f 23; Ib) an equivalent labeled I-Net rz,, i.c., f.([Vz,) = 1.(1’?.,,. 
L'EL LXLL \ 
LkPI. 4 L"PL 
L"AL 8C---~L'RL 
Fig. 22. Hkrarcr’ly tif labeled SUP-Nets. 
9. Further results on tbe hierarchy of Super-Nets 
Theorem 9.1. AL c LAL. 
Proof. Clearly AL c LAL. 
Consider the labeled h-free A-Met & of Fig. 23. We have crh & L(&s), but 
aab EL(&). Hence by Lemma 5.3, L(&)E! AL. It follows that ALc LAL. Kl 
The following result has been obtained in [6]. 
Theorem 9.2. LPL c L”PL, 
T. Etrion, M. Yorli 
P$O ,A) ~$1 ,A) 
Fig. 23 . Example of a labeled A-free A-Net fz5. 
a 
The followi+ theolrem llas been obtained in [5]. 
Thearem 9.3.e LIL c L”IL. 
IMinition 9.1. Let I’ = V, T, I’, K, M, C, q) be a labeled SUP-Net. Assume w = 
1112 l ’ l I, E 7‘ ’ and r,r (t! I= u E 2. We say that i is a v-index of w. Z(cr, w ) will 
denote the sut of all (r-indices of w. 
Proof. This result is evident Z 
The proof of the following theorem uses a similar technique as the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [6]. 
Theorem 9.4. LEL c: L”EL. 
Proof. C1e~~1 ly LEL 5 LAEL by definition. Now, consider the labeled E-Net rzh of 
k. 24. it will be shown that f_tZ’z,j SE1 LEL. 
’14s~ume that l,G? = L(llzr,) where r is a labeled A-free E-Net. L,et L(rl’) = L(l’) 
iart’ I” -=- i P, T, L’, M, kf, z’, q) is a labeled I-Net constructed as in Theorem 8.3, 
- ((1. fj, C-). WC define the! following sets: 
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Fig. 24. Example af a labeled E-Net, /:(,. 
One easily verifies that A G L(I&) and R rxY&) =!I 
For any positive integer II, Jet 
C,* = {x E ( CE + h)” 1 length of Y is IZ}, 
D,, ={M’I~[~>M’)A(XEC,)A(~~E~)[(XC’E.A? 
A (3M”)(M’[C ’ > M”)]). 
Proof. Let I’ (j, xici E A, x,d E A, where xi, xi E C,,. Let M[x, >M,, A4[si =Z M,. If 
A4i = Mi, we have ML [C ' ~-44' for som!: M’. Hence x,l:’ E LM”). But this contradicts 
the condition B A L(Z&) = 0.. Therefore, Mi # Mi. Hence the number of markiings 
in D, equals to or is greater than the number of words in C,,, which is 2”. El 
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Let m = max,,&4(~). 
Cfuitn 2. In order to generate a word of length n in r’ we have to fire at most 
+- n IPi -t n transitions. 
Proof. In order to remove all tokens of the initial marking we have to fire no more 
than tnlP1 &transitions. Every place can receive no more than n tokens while the 
word is generated. In order to remove these tokens we have to fire at most n IPI 
A-transitions. In order to renlove the word itself, we have to fire n transitions. 0 
Let n c max(rn, IPI,, 3), Hence, n3 >n + nz IPI + n IPI. The number of combinations 
to choose k t’s such that t E 7’ is ( ‘T’+l‘ ‘) Therefor-2, by Lemma 9.1 and Claim 2, l 
But if WC choose n big enough we will have [n ‘(IT’ ;,‘:I ‘) < 2”] contradicting Claim 
1, kkncc’ J4(/-&) & I&L. “Thus, L”EL =I LEL. Cl 
in view of the results lof thk section., as well as arguments used in Sections 5, 7, 
and %, WC obtain the hierarchy of SUP-Nets shown in Fig. 25. 
‘i-hc hkrar c h’ ICS dcriscd in Sections 5, 7, 8, 9 are not complete. Howfxt’r, WC 
Bsbt the following conjectures, by means of which the hierarchies could be completed:. 
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10. LGPL and LAGPL are not closed under KIeene star (iteration) 
The following theorem solves an open problem, discussed in [lo, 
Theorem 10.1. LGPL and L”GPL are not closed under Kleene star 
Proof. Consider the marked GP-Net S27 of Fig. 26. 
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p. l&3]. 
(ite,ratiora ). 
Fig. 26. Example of a marked GP-Net S2,. 
Consider rhe marked E-Net & of Fig. 8. One easily verifies that LA&) = UL‘&#“. 
In the proof of the Theorem 8.2 we showed that therlt is no labeled P-Net r snnch 
that L(T) = L&). Since L”PL = L”GPL by Theorem 8.1 it follows that there is no 
labeled GP-Net I” such that IA = I,($) = (L(S&? Hence we proved the 
theorem. 0 
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